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Three dimensional (3D) stacking of memory chips is a promising direction for
implementing memory systems in mobile applications [1-2] and for low-cost
high-performance computation [3]. The requirements are extremely low power
consumption, high data bandwidth, stability and scalability of operation, as well
as large storage capacity with a small footprint. A digital control chip at the base
of the stack is needed to efficiently access the 3D memory hierarchy, as well as
to emulate a standard memory interface for compatibility. The overall perform-
ance and yields of a 3D system are constrained by vertical communication chan-
nels among the stacked chips, as well as the connections to the PCB. However,
the empirical models presently used in the design stage do not properly repre-
sent the electrical and mechanical properties and performance variations of
through silicon vias (TSVs) and microbumps (μBumps). What is needed are cir-
cuit techniques that handle such uncertainties to enable the creation of robust
3D data links. This paper presents a complete test vehicle for TSV-based wide
I/O data communication in a three-tier 3D chip stack assembled in a BGA pack-
age. In-place eye-diagram and waveform capturers are mounted in an active sil-
icon interposer to characterize vertical signaling through the chain of TSVs and
μBumps.

The test vehicle is shown in Fig. 24.8.1. The wide I/O TSV data bus of 4096b is
capable of 100GB/s source synchronous bidirectional data transfer at 200MHz
and 0.56mW/Gb/s with a 1.2V supply. The three-tier stack has a memory chip
(MEM) on the top, an active silicon interposer (ASIP) in the middle, and a logic
chip (LOGIC) at the bottom, all fabricated in 90nm CMOS technology. The sili-
con area of each chip is 9.9×9.9mm2. Via-last 50μm pitch Cu TSV and chip-to-
chip stacking processes [4] are used. Vertical connections with more than 7.3k
TSVs and the same number of μBumps are densely integrated. The stack is
mounted on an FR-4 interposer of a 527-pin BGA and assembled with a system
PCB.

In write (W) mode, words with a data width of 4096b are sent from LOGIC and
stored in the 800KB of SRAM in MEM, while in read (R) mode, words from MEM
are sent to LOGIC. Besides being able to compare the received data bits with the
expected ones, the built-in self test (BIST) mechanisms have W and R modes
capable of at-speed generation of data bits. The bit patterns and sequences are
defined by the data generator macros of RG and WG and have a variety of for-
mats, such as all bits alternating in a “checkerboard” style (5→A→5→A→…)
or in a “plain” style (0→F→0→F→…), or all bits fixed as 0 or 1. The bytes
selected from the data bits can be masked for partial data transfers. During BIST,
the erroneous bits are detected by the data checker macros of RC and WC in
accordance with the selected format of the data bits. The number of failed bits is
continuously stored in a fail register during repeated operations. The BIST and
wide I/O configurations, together with status information, are defined in the
respective registers and accessed under the I2C protocol. The I2C transactions
and scan chains for test and debug are all through vertical communication chan-
nels in parallel with the wide I/O linkage.

The wide I/O bus is divided into 8 parallel banks (see Fig. 24.8.2). Each bank has
two TSV arrays (64×7 and 64×6) containing mini I/O channels of 512b and addi-
tional 16b for 32:1 redundancy. Power (VDDM) and ground (VSS) pins for the mini
I/O circuits are placed every 5 columns. Each mini I/O circuit consists of a pair
of driver and receiver buffers and a bus keeper. The driver has 4-levels of drive
strengths. The redundant bits and selectable driver strengths make the wide  bus
operation adaptable to the conditions of the 3D chip stack.

The silicon interposers in the stack provide fine-pitch horizontal and vertical
routing channels for accommodating TSVs and μBumps of different dimensions
at various locations among the chips. Such accommodations will be needed

when chips from different suppliers are assembled in a stack. By putting the
waveform capturer of [5] on a silicon interposer, in-place evaluations of signal
and power integrity within a stack become possible by snooping the waveforms
through the vertical channels. The analog and digital components of the captur-
er are fully integrated in the ASIP (Fig. 24.8.3). The capture uses 3.3V devices,
enabling coverage of full swing signals driven by the mini I/O circuit at 1.2V and
compatibility with the low-cost CMOS process of the Si interposer. The resolu-
tion of the timing and voltage is 10b, and the size of step is configurable at the
finest resolutions of 10ps and 0.5mV. The redundant channels, as well as the
VDD and VSS pins in every wide I/O bank, are selectable for monitoring. The cap-
turer includes up to 150 probes and makes it possible to diagnose widely dis-
tributed vertical data channels hidden within a 3D stack structure. 

Figure 24.8.4 summarizes the measured 4096b wide I/O performance. The
throughput of 100GB/s is achieved with a standard supply voltage of 1.2V. The
power supply for the mini I/O circuits (VDDM) is separated from the rest of the
digital circuits. The power consumption current of the mini I/O circuits is 385mA
in total under high switching activity (5→A) or (0→F). The energy efficiency is
0.56mW/Gb/s. The power consumption falls to 7mW when all bits are trans-
ferred but not changed from constant 0 or 1. The throughput and energy efficien-
cy are superior to standard mobile memory wide I/O specifications with 512
channels at 12.8GB/s [1-2], whereas the power consumption is higher than the
low-power-oriented custom 3D I/O circuits reported in [6]. The power consump-
tion of the mini I/O circuits can potentially be reduced by co-optimizing the
design with the TSV and CMOS technologies.

We confirmed that the wide I/O performance does not change when using redun-
dant bits for in-place waveform capture. This proves that the input capacitance
of the capturer has a negligible impact on vertical signaling. Also, the design of
a single TSV per vertical channel has a sufficiently high yield, and the redundant
bits were not needed in any of the tested samples.

The in-place captured waveforms confirm that the second strength (0.5mA) of
the mini I/O drivers is the optimum choice for full swing vertical signal transmis-
sion (Fig. 24.8.5). The dynamic power noise in VDDM has a slightly larger ampli-
tude than in the unified VSS; however, it remains less than 20% of the signal
swing. This implies complete integration, as well as production of the vertical
power supply networks in the stack. The eye diagrams show high quality signal-
ing in the data bus.

In summary, the test vehicle is capable of very wide I/O vertical data transfer, and
it features embedded BIST and in-place waveform capture for testing, diagnosis,
and characterization. The process specifications of the test vehicle are summa-
rized in Fig. 24.8.6. The die photo is given in Fig. 24.8.7.
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Figure 24.8.1: Block diagram of wide I/O test vehicle.

Figure 24.8.2: Wide I/O pin assignments. Mini I/O circuit schematic is also

shown.

Figure 24.8.3: Three-tier 3D chip stack with in-place eye-diagram and 

waveform captures.

Figure 24.8.5: In-place captured waveforms and eye diagrams. VDDM and VSS

measured waveforms are plotted over the eye diagram. Figure 24.8.6: Wide I/O process specifications.

Figure 24.8.4: Measured wide I/O performance.
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Figure 24.8.7: Chip photographs.


